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Abstract— A wide variety of strategies have been developed
for assisting human locomotion using powered exoskeletons.
Although these strategies differ in their aims as well as the
control methods employed, they have the implicit property
of causing a virtual modification of the dynamic response of
the human limb. We use this property of the exoskeletons
action to formulate a unified control design framework called
Integral Admittance Shaping, which designs exoskeleton controllers capable of producing the desired dynamic response
for the assisted limb. In this framework, a virtual increase
in the admittance of the limb is produced by coupling it
to an exoskeleton that exhibits active behavior. Specifically,
our framework shapes the magnitude profile of the integral
admittance (i.e. torque-to-angle relationship) of the coupled
human-exoskeleton system, such that the desired assistance is
achieved. This framework also ensures that the coupled stability
and passivity are guaranteed. This paper presents a formulation
of Integral Admittance Shaping for single degree-of-freedom
(1-DOF) exoskeleton devices. We also present experimental
results on a modified version of Honda’s Stride Management
Assist (SMA) device that successfully demonstrate motion
amplification of the assisted hip joint during walking.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Exoskeletons are electromechanical devices that physically
and energetically interact with human limbs to provide
assistance to their motions [1], [2]. The exoskeleton literature
contains a wide variety of strategies that assist human locomotion. The strategies that focus on dynamics and energetics
of human walking attempt to achieve one of the following
three objectives:
1) Metabolic cost reduction: Tethered exoskeleton devices with off-board power and actuation have been used
to demonstrate reduction in metabolic cost for human walking [3], [4]. The first autonomously powered exoskeleton device that experimentally demonstrated reduction in metabolic
cost for human walking during load carriage was presented
recently in [5]. However, to the best of our knowledge,
no autonomously powered exoskeleton device has so far
experimentally demonstrated a reduction in metabolic cost
for walking or running.
2) Muscle effort reduction: Feedback controllers based
on electromyographic (EMG) signals were used to provide
torque assist to the hip, knee and ankle joints during locomotion in [6]. It was experimentally demonstrated in [7] that
while walking at a given speed, humans automatically learn
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to reduce their muscle activations when appropriate assistive
torques are added to their ankle joints. Several exoskeletons
have also been designed to achieve increased load-carrying
capabilities [8], [9].
3) Walking speed increase: Powered ankle-foot orthoses
were used in [10] to demonstrate that the preferred walking
speed of humans can be potentially increased by providing
assistive torques at the ankle joints. Ankle exoskeletons have
been used to demonstrate increase in step lengths while
keeping the step frequency constant [11]. EMG-based control
was used to modify the natural frequency of the leg around
the knee joint in [12]. Active impedance control was used to
experimentally demonstrate increase in natural frequency of
free-leg swinging at the knee joint [13].
Although the assistive strategies listed above are different
in their aims and control methods involved, they have one
thing in common. They all cause a virtual modification of
the dynamic response of the human limb. Each strategy
modifies the coupled human-exoskeleton system dynamics to
achieve a desired dynamic response that produces a particular
benefit like reduced muscle effort or increased walking
speed. Exploiting this common feature, we present Integral
Admittance Shaping, a unified control design framework that
designs exoskeleton controllers capable of producing the
desired dynamic response for the assisted limb.
Needless to say, the exoskeleton does not change the physical properties of the human limb as such. The modification
of the limb’s dynamic response is a virtual effect caused by
the exoskeleton’s active behavior. The specific goal of our
framework is to shape the integral admittance (torque-toangle relationship) of the coupled system. Thus, we define
assistance as an overall increase in the magnitude of the
integral admittance, and resistance as an overall decrease
thereof. Our framework can be used to achieve any desired
frequency response magnitude profile that satisfies the user’s
needs. A critical feature is that it ensures that the coupled
human-exoskeleton system is both stable and passive in spite
of the exoskeleton’s active behavior.
In this work, we focus on single-joint motion and use
linearized models of both the exoskeleton and the human
limb. Even though we focus on lower-extremity exoskeletons
in this work, our control design framework can be used
for upper-extremity exoskeletons as well. We also present
successful experimental results on a modified version of
Honda’s Stride Management Assist (SMA) device, a hip
exoskeleton device with two 1-DOF joints as shown in Fig. 1.
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Fig. 2. An elementary model with: (a) rigid coupling, and (b) soft coupling.
Fig. 1.
A human subject with a modified version of Honda’s Stride
Management Assist (SMA) exoskeleton device [14] with two 1-DOF hip
joints. A torso support was added to the SMA device to provide greater
damping and reduce oscillations when the motor torques were large.

II. L INEAR J OINT DYNAMICS OF A C OUPLED
H UMAN -E XOSKELETON S YSTEM WITH S OFT C OUPLING
In this work, we use an elementary model that consists
of linearized 1-DOF models for the human leg and the
exoskeleton. The 1-DOF leg model is an approximation
of the extended leg with locked-knee swinging about the
hip joint. The coupling between the exoskeleton and the
human limb can be either rigid (Fig. 2(a)) or soft (Fig. 2(b)).
The human limb and the exoskeleton cannot move relative
each other with rigid coupling, whereas with soft coupling,
they can. Any realistic and practical exoskeleton device will
be attached to the limb, wherein the intervening muscle,
tissue, fat and other body substances produce a soft coupling
between the exoskeleton device and the bone as shown in
Fig. 2(b). This soft coupling can be modeled with a linear
torsional spring with coefficient kc and a linear torsional
damper with coefficient bc as shown in Fig. 3.
The linear equations of motion of an isolated 1-DOF
human joint are given by
Ih θ̈h (t) + bh θ̇h (t) + kh θh (t)

=

τh (t),

(1)

where θh (t) is the joint angle trajectory, Ih , bh , kh are the
associated moment of inertia, joint damping coefficient and
joint stiffness coefficient respectively, and τh (t) is the joint
torque trajectory. The stiffness term kh θh (t) will include the
linearized gravitational terms. Similarly, the linear equations
of motion of an isolated 1-DOF exoskeleton are given by
Ie θ̈e (t) + be θ̇e (t) + ke θe (t)

=

τe (t),

(2)

where θe (t) is the joint angle trajectory, Ie , be , ke are the
associated moment of inertia, joint damping coefficient and
joint stiffness coefficient respectively, and τe (t) is the joint
torque trajectory.
The linear equations of motion of a coupled humanexoskeleton system with soft coupling are given by
Ih θ̈h (t) + bh θ̇h (t) + kh θh (t)

=

Ie θ̈e (t) + be θ̇e (t) + ke θe (t)

=

τh (t) − τc (t),
τe (t) + τc (t),

(3)
(4)
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Fig. 3. Coupled human-exoskeleton system with soft coupling. Secondorder linear models are used to represent the joint dynamics of the human
(Eq. 1) and the exoskeleton (Eq. 2).

where τc is the coupling torque at the joint corresponding
to the interaction force between exoskeleton and the human
limb, and it is given by
τc (t)

=

bc (θ̇h (t) − θ̇e (t)) + kc (θh (t) − θe (t)). (5)

In this work, we aim at modifying the joint dynamics
of the coupled human-exoskeleton system by modifying
the impedance and admittance of the coupled system. The
following section reviews the definitions of impedance, admittance and introduces integral admittance, which will be
used extensively in the rest of the paper.
A. Impedance, Admittance and Integral Admittance
For the linear human joint dynamics in (1), its impedance
transfer function Zh (s) [15] is given by
Zh (s)

=

τh (s)
Ωh (s)

=

I h s 2 + bh s + k h
,
s

(6)

and its admittance transfer function Yh (s) [15] is given by
Yh (s)

=

Ωh (s)
τh (s)

=

s
,
I h s 2 + bh s + k h

(7)

where Ωh (s) is the Laplace transform of θ̇h (t), and τh (s)
is the Laplace transform of τh (t). For a linear system, its
impedance is the inverse of its admittance and vice-versa.
We define integral admittance transfer function Xh (s) as
the integral of the admittance transfer function, and it is given
by
Xh (s)

=

Θh (s)
τh (s)

=

1
,
I h s 2 + bh s + k h

(8)

where Θh (s) is the Laplace transform of θh (t).
The admittance transfer function of an isolated exoskeleton Ye (s) is given by
Ye (s)

=

Ωe (s)
τe (s)

=

Ie

s2

s
,
+ be s + k e

(9)
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for the coupled human-exoskeleton system shown in Fig. 4(b)
to be stable, the following condition needs to be satisfied:
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Fig. 4. Block diagram of the coupled human-exoskeleton system with the
exoskeleton controller Ue (s).

and the impedance transfer function of an isolated coupling
element Zc (s) is given by
Zc (s)

=

τc (s)
Ωc (s)

=

bc s + k c
,
s

(10)

For any exoskeleton controller Ue (s) that feeds back the
exoskeleton joint angular velocity Ωe (s), the closed-loop
coupled human-exoskeleton system can be represented as a
block diagram in Fig. 4(a).
The outlined region in Fig. 4(a) containing Zc (s), Ye (s)
and Ue (s) can be reduced to a single transfer function
Zceu (s) given by
Zc (s)
,
1 + Zc (s)Yeu (s)

(11)

as shown in Fig. 4(b). Here, the transfer function Yeu (s) is
given by
Yeu (s)

Ye (s)
.
1 − Ye (s)Ue (s)

=

(12)

The loop transfer function Lheu (s) needed to evaluate the
stability of the feedback system shown in Fig. 4(b) is given
by
Lheu (s)

=

Yh (s)Zceu (s),

(13)

and the gain margin GM of Lheu (s) is given by
GM (Lheu )

=

Yh (s)
,
1 + Yh (s)Zceu (s)

1
,
|Lheu (jωc )|

(16)

=

Yheu (s)
s

=

Xh (s)
, (17)
1 + Yh (s)Zceu (s)

where Xh (s) = Yh (s)/s as shown in (8).
In addition to coupled stability, another important requirement for dynamically interacting systems is coupled passivity [16], which ensures that the coupled human-exoskeleton
system does not become unstable when in contact with any
passive environment [17], for example when the foot contacts
the ground. From [16], it can be shown that in order for
a stable coupled human-exoskeleton system satisfying (15)
to be passive, the following phase condition needs to be
satisfied:
∀ω.

(18)

III. I NTEGRAL A DMITTANCE S HAPING

B. Closed-loop Coupled Human-Exoskeleton System

=

=

Xheu (jω) ∈ [−180◦ , 0◦ ]

where Ωc (s) = Ωh (s) − Ωe (s).

Zceu (s)

(15)

and its corresponding closed-loop integral admittance
Xheu (s) is given by

Ωh (s)

Yh (s)

1.

From Fig. 4(b), the closed-loop admittance Yheu (s) of
the coupled human-exoskeleton system with the exoskeleton
controller Ue (s) is given by

Ωe (s)

+
τe (s)

>

(14)

where ωc is the phase-crossover frequency when the phase of
Lheu (s) is 180◦ , i.e., Lheu (jωc ) = 180◦ . The gain margin
GM (Lheu ) is the maximum positive gain exceeding which
the closed-loop system becomes unstable. Therefore, in order

In this section, we present Integral Admittance Shaping,
a unified control design framework that designs exoskeleton
controllers which shape the frequency response magnitude of
the closed-loop integral admittance Xheu (s) of the coupled
human-exoskeleton system in (17) such that the 1-DOF
human joint is assisted. In order to design the shape of
|Xheu (jω)|, one needs to define the desired objective of the
exoskeleton. This work focuses on providing assistance and
avoiding resistance, and hence we first define assistance and
resistance in a clear and quantitative way.
A. Assistance and Resistance
This section begins with conceptual definitions of assistance and resistance, and proceeds to present their quantitative definitions.
Definition 1: A 1-DOF human joint is said to be assisted (resisted) by an exoskeleton if the frequency response
magnitude of the integral admittance of the coupled humanexoskeleton system is greater (lesser) than that of the unassisted human for all frequencies of interest.
According to the above definition, a human joint is assisted
when |Xheu (jω)| > |Xh (jω)|, and it is resisted when
|Xheu (jω)| < |Xh (jω)|. An assistive exoskeleton behavior
produces motion amplification, i.e., for a given input joint
torque, the amplitude of the joint angular motion is larger
than that without assist, and torque reduction, i.e., the
amplitude of joint torque required to achieve a particular joint
angle motion is smaller than that required without assist.
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Definition 2: Assistance Ratio A is defined as the average
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Definition 3: Resistance Ratio R is defined as the average
value of the resistance function RF(ω) over a range of
frequencies [0, ωf ], and is given by
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Fig. 5.
Assistance and Resistance of a hypothetical coupled humanexoskeleton represented in terms of: (a) Integral Admittance X(s), and
(b) Assistance Function AF (ω) and Resistance Function RF (ω).

Conversely, motion reduction and torque amplification are
the characteristics of a resistive exoskeleton behavior.
Figure 5(a) shows the frequency response magnitude plots
of an unassisted human and a hypothetical coupled humanexoskeleton system whose parameters are listed in Table I
(Appendix I). As per Definition 1, the green colored regions
represent the frequencies where the coupled system experiences assistance, i.e., |Xheu (jω)| > |Xh (jω)|, and the cyan
colored regions represent the frequencies where resistance,
i.e., |Xheu (jω)| < |Xh (jω)|, is experienced.
Figure 5 shows that at each frequency ω, the exoskeleton
behavior could be either only assistive or only resistive, but
cannot be both. Based on this observation, the assistance
function AF(ω) is defined as

|Xheu (jω)| − |Xh (jω)| if |X (jω)|≥|X (jω)|
heu
h
|Xh (jω)|
AF(ω)=

0
if |Xheu (jω)|<|Xh (jω)|,
(19)

R

=

1
ωf

Zωf

RF(ω)dω.

(22)

0

Similar to the assistance and resistance functions, the
assistance ratio A ∈ [0, ∞] and the resistance ratio R ∈
[0, 1]. As described earlier, the upper bounds A = ∞ and
R = 1 can be achieved only if |Xheu (jω)| = ∞ and
|Xa (jω)| = 0 respectively ∀ω. Although these bounds are
mathematically valid, they are not realistic for any proper
integral admittance transfer function.
With the above definitions of assistance and resistance,
the following section enumerates the desired characteristics
of an assisted coupled human-exoskeleton system.
B. Desired Characteristics of an Assisted Coupled HumanExoskeleton System

The primary objective of an assistive exoskeleton is to
provide assistance to any human motion and not to resist any
motion. However, it is vital to ensure that the coupled humanexoskeleton system is also stable and passive. Therefore, the
desired characteristics of a 1-DOF assisted coupled humanexoskeleton system can be listed as follows:
1) Coupled Stability, i.e., GM (Lheu ) > 1;
2) Coupled Passivity, i.e., Xheu (jω) ∈ [−180◦ , 0◦ ], ∀ω;
3) Positive Assistance, i.e. A > 0; and
4) No Resistance, i.e. R = 0.
The above characteristics are only the necessary characteristics, and more desired characteristics can be added depending
and the resistance function RF(ω) is defined as
on the task and its goal. It is important to note that although


0
if |Xheu (jω)|≥|Xh (jω)| the coupled human-exoskeleton system is desired to be
passive, the isolated exoskeleton system with its controller
RF(ω)= |Xh (jω)| − |Xheu (jω)|

if |Xheu (jω)|<|Xh (jω)|. need not be passive. In fact, the exoskeleton has to exhibit
|Xh (jω)|
active behavior in order to provide any positive assistance as
(20)
will be shown in the next section.
At any frequency ω, the assistance function AF(ω) ∈ [0, ∞],
and the resistance function RF(ω) ∈ [0, 1]. When the C. Exoskeleton Control Law
The preceeding sections provided the necessary metrics to
coupled human-exoskeleton joint dynamics is identical to the
evaluate
assistance and also enumerated the desired characunassisted natural human joint dynamics, i.e., |Xheu (jω)| =
teristics
of
an assisted coupled human-exoskeleton system.
|Xh (jω)|, then AF(ω) = RF(ω) = 0, ∀ω. The upper bound
Now,
one
can
proceed to design an exoskeleton controller
AF(ω) = ∞ is achieved when |Xheu (jω)| = ∞, and the
upper bound RF(ω) = 1 is achieved when |Xheu (jω)| = 0. Ue (s) that actually shapes the closed-loop integral admitUsing the assistance function AF(ω) and the resistance tance of the coupled system based on these metrics. We first
function RF(ω), this section defines the following quantita- present an intuitive approach to designing such a controller.
tive metrics for assistance and resistance of a 1-DOF assistive
If the desired exoskeleton dynamics is given by a desired
exoskeleton, namely assistance ratio and resistance ratio.
moment of inertia Ied , a desired joint damping coefficient bde

1.5

and a desired joint stiffness coefficient ked , then the exoskeleton torque τe required to achieve the desired exoskeleton
dynamics can be derived from (2) as follows:

It can be verified that the control law in (23) reduces the
isolated exoskeleton dynamics in (2) to
Ied θ̈e (t) + bde θ̇e (t) + ked θe (t)

=

0,

(24)

1
Imaginary Axis

τe (t) = (Ie − Ied )θ̈e (t) + (be − bde )θ̇e (t) + (ke − ked )θe (t).
(23)

Kα = 1
Kα = 1.5

0.5
0

−0.5
−1

Ue0 (s)

as desired. The exoskeleton controller
corresponding
to the control law in (23) that feeds back angular velocity
Ωe (s) is given by
Ue0 (s)

=

Kα s 2 + Kω s + Kθ
,
s

−1.5
−2.5

−2

−1.5

−1

−0.5

0

0.5

Real Axis

(25)

where Kα = Ie − Ied , Kω = be − bde , and Kθ = ke − ked
are the feedback gains on angular acceleration θ̈e , angular
velocity θ̇e and angle θe respectively. Equation (25) is the
first intuitive formulation of the exoskeleton controller, and
we now discuss its properties and limitations.
This work defines an exoskeleton to be assistive if it
increases the admittance of the coupled human-exoskeleton
system above that of the unassisted human limb. In other
words, the impedance of the coupled human-exoskeleton
system needs to be reduced below that of the unassisted
human limb. This implies that the exoskeleton needs to
cancel its own impedance first and then compensate for
at least a part of the human limb’s impedance. Therefore,
the desired exoskeleton behavior must be that of a negative
impedance, i.e., Ied < 0, bde < 0 and ked < 0. Consequently,
the feedback gains Kα , Kω and Kθ in (25) will all be
positive. In other words, the exoskeleton controller uses
positive feedback, and hence the exoskeleton exhibits active
behavior, which is capable of performing net positive work
on the limb.
However, positive feedback naturally raises the question of
stability, and so we now explain how coupled stability can be
achieved. Although the exoskeleton exhibits active behavior,
which can be potentially destabilizing, the controller can be
designed such that the coupled human-exoskeleton system
is stable and passive. Our earlier work in [18], [19] show
that stiffness compensation and damping compensation can
be successfully achieved with positive feedback while guaranteeing stability of the coupled system. However, inertia
compensation is more complex and ultimately requires a
modification of the controller in (25).
It can be shown that using only positive acceleration
feedback as in (25), the gain margin of the coupled system
reduces to the moment of inertia of the exoskeleton, which
implies that the exoskeleton controller in (25) can at the most
compensate for the exoskeleton’s own moment of inertia
before going unstable. This implies that the moment of
inertia of the coupled human-exoskeleton system cannot be
reduced below that of the unassisted human limb, without
compromising coupled stability. However, using low-pass

Fig. 6. Nyquist plots of Lheu (s) for Kα = 1 and Kα = 1.5, while the
other parameters were fixed at Kθ = Kω = 0 and ωlo = 10 rad/s.

filtered acceleration feedback, it can be shown that inertia reduction can be achieved. The proofs for the above statements
are beyond the scope of this paper and will be detailed in a
future publication. Thus, this work uses filtered acceleration
feedback with a second-order low-pass Butterworth filter
Hlo (s) with a cut-off frequency ωlo given by
Hlo (s)

=

ω2
√ lo
,
2
s2 + 2ωlo s + ωlo

(26)

which results in a modified control transfer function Ue (s)
given by
Ue (s)

=

Kα Hlo (s)s2 + Kω s + Kθ
.
s

(27)

Figure 6 shows the Nyquist plots of Lheu (s) with the
exoskeleton controller Ue (s) in (27) for Kα = 1 and Kα =
1.5, while the remaining control parameters were fixed at
Kθ = Kω = 0 and ωlo = 10 rad/s. Since Lheu (s) has no
unstable poles, the number of encirclements of the Nyquist
plot around −1 + j0 is sufficient to determine the stability of
the closed-loop system. For Kα = 1, its Nyquist plot does
not encircle −1+j0 resulting in a stable closed-loop system,
whereas for Kα = 1.5, its Nyquist plot encircles −1 + j0
twice resulting in an unstable closed-loop system.
Figure 6 emphasizes that there exists a set of control
parameters {Kθ , Kω , Kα , ωlo } for which the exoskeleton
emulates a negative impedance and exhibits active behavior while still guaranteeing the stability of the coupled human-exoskeleton system. The control parameters
{Kθ , Kω , Kα , ωlo } directly affect the closed-loop integral
admittance Xheu (s), and they can be chosen such that the
frequency response magnitude profile of Xheu (s) is shaped
such that the desired assistance Ad as defined in Sec. III-A
is achieved. The following section presents an optimization
algorithm that finds a set of control parameters to achieve
the desired assistance Ad .
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Fig. 7. Optimal control parameters needed to achieve Ad ∈ [0, 0.1422]:
(a) Kθ , (b) Kω , (c) Kα and (d) ωlo .

D. Optimization to Achieve a Desired Assistance
Given a desired assistance ratio Ad , the optimal set of
control parameters of the 1-DOF coupled human-exoskeleton
system in (17) can be obtained using the following constrained optimization problem:

{Kθ ,Kω ,Kα ,ωlo }

|A − Ad |2 + wR

subject to

GM (Lheu ) > 1,

minimize

Ad = 0.05
Ad = 0.10
Ad = 0.14

0.6

Imaginary Axis

0

Optimal Kω (Nms/rad)

5

Optimal ωlo (rad/s)

Optimal Kθ (Nm/rad)
Optimal Kα (Nms2 /rad)

10

Xheu (jω) ∈ [−180◦ , 0◦ ]
ζheu − ζh
< ǫ.
ζh

∀ω,

(28)

Here, ζheu and ζh are the damping ratios of the dominant
second-order dynamics of the closed-loop system and the
isolated human limb respectively, and the maximum permissible ratio of change in the damping ratio is given by ǫ.
Instead of using a hard constraint of R = 0, the optimization in (28) uses a soft constraint error term weighted
by w in the objective function so that the optimizer has
more freedom to explore the parameter space. Using a large
weight w, the optimizer will eventually converge to control
parameters that result in either zero resistance ratio (R = 0)
or negligible resistance ratio (R ≈ 0). In addition to the
coupled stability and passivity constraints, the optimization
in (28) also has a constraint on the damping ratio. Since the
oscillatory behavior of the dominant second-order dynamics
of the coupled human-exoskeleton system is determined by
its damping ratio ζheu , and its variation is restricted in order
to provide greater comfort to the user.
In this work, the optimizations were performed in Matlab
using fminsearch() function, which in turn used NelderMead simplex algorithm [20], a heuristic search method
that uses only function evaluations to solve unconstrained
optimization problems. In this work, analytical expressions
for the assistance ratio A, resistance ratio R and their
gradients with respect to the control parameters are quite

−1

−0.5

0

Real Axis
Fig. 8. Nyquist plots of Lheu (s) for the optimal control parameters in
Fig. 7 that achieve coupled stability and passivity.

difficult to obtain, and hence Nelder-Mead simplex algorithm
was chosen. Constraints were enforced indirectly by using
large cost function values (105 ) when the constraints were
not satisfied, and the soft constraint weight was chosen to
be w = 105 . The functional and parameter tolerances were
both set to 10−5 . The assistance ratio A in 21 and resistance
ratio R in 22 were computed for a range of frequencies from
zero to ωf = 10 rad/s, which is about 50% higher than the
peak frequency used in the leg swing experiments in [21].
Figure 7 shows the derived optimal control parameters
for the different desired assistance ratios Ad ≤ 0.1422 that
satisfy both the coupled stability and passivity constraints.
For Ad > 0.1422, the optimization was unable to find
control parameters that guaranteed both coupled stability and
passivity. Here, the optimal control parameters for Ad = 0
(|Xheu (jω)| = |Xh (jω)|) were first obtained, and then the
optimal control parameters for Ad were chosen as the initial
optimization parameters for A′d = Ad + 0.01. Therefore, the
optimization converges to the control parameters closest to
those that match the integral admittance magnitude profile
of the unassisted human.
Figure 8 shows the Nyquist plots of Lheu (s) corresponding to a few selected optimal control parameters shown in
Fig. 7. None of the Nyquist plots encircle −1 + j0, thereby
implying that the derived coupled human-exoskeleton systems are all stable. Their corresponding integral admittance
magnitude and phase plots are shown in Fig. 9. Figure 9(b)
shows that the coupled systems satisfy the passivity condition
Xheu (jω) ∈ [−180◦ , 0◦ ], given in (18).
IV. E XPERIMENTAL R ESULTS
This section presents experimental results that evaluate
the integral admittance shaping framework on a modified
version of the Honda’s Stride Management Assist (SMA)
device, which was shown in Fig. 1. The SMA device is a hip
exoskeleton with two 1-DOF joints, one for each leg. A torso
support was added to the device in order to provide greater
damping and reduce oscillations were the motor torques were
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large. Appendix I presents the system parameters of the
exoskeleton device in Table I. At each joint, the SMA device
has a hall effect sensor that measures the exoskeleton joint
angle θe , and a DC motor with a torque saturation of 6 Nm.
Figure 10 presents the control framework that executes the
exoskeleton controller in Sec. III-C using the optimized control parameters from integral admittance shaping. A Kalman
filter based on [22] is used to filter the exoskeleton joint angle
ˆ
θ̂e and estimate angular velocity θ̇e and angular acceleration
ˆ
θ̈e needed to implement the control law in (27).
We conducted experiments on a male human subject
165 cm tall weighing 65 kg. We instructed the subject to walk
at his normal pace in a straight line for about 14 m for each of
the following four cases: passive device with no assist, zero
desired assist, i.e., Ad = 0 (|Xheu (jω)| = |Xh (jω)|), and
two non-zero desired assists (Ad = 0.02, 0.05). Figure 11(a)
ˆ
presents the hip joint phase plots (θ̂e vs θ̇e ) for the four cases,
and their corresponding exoskeleton torque trajectories are
shown in Fig. 11(b).

Fig. 11. Experimental results for different desired assistance ratios for a
male human subject 165 cm tall weighing 65 kg: (a) hip joint phase plots,
and (b) exoskeleton joint torque trajectories.

It is interesting to see from Fig. 11(a) that the phase
plot corresponding to Ad = 0 is bigger than that with
just the passive exoskeleton. This confirms that the passive
exoskeleton indeed weighs the human leg down and shrinks
its phase plot, whereas with Ad = 0, the active exoskeleton
is able to recover the human’s original joint dynamics.
Moreover, it can be clearly seen from Fig. 11(a) that the
phase plot grows with increasing assistance from Ad = 0 to
Ad = 0.05. Therefore, as expected, the integral admittance
shaping control framework amplifies the motion of the hip
joint, and the level of amplification increases with increasing
assistance. Figure 11(b) shows that the exoskeleton torque
trajectory corresponding to Ad = 0.05 saturates at 6 Nm,
and hence controllers achieving desired assistance ratios
Ad > 0.05 were not tested on the device.
V. C ONCLUSIONS AND D ISCUSSIONS
We presented conceptual and quantitative definitions for
assistance and resistance based on the frequency response
of the integral admittance of a 1-DOF coupled humanexoskeleton system. An exoskeleton is considered assistive if
it increases the admittance of the coupled system above that
of the unassisted human resulting in motion amplification and
torque reduction. We presented Integral Admittance Shaping,
a unified control design framework that shapes the frequency
response magnitude profile of the integral admittance of the
coupled system such that the desired assistance is achieved

while guaranteeing coupled stability and passivity. We also
presented experimental results on a modified version of
Honda’s Stride Management Assist device that demonstrated
successful motion amplification of the assisted hip joint
during walking.
We now briefly discuss a few important facts that are
useful in designing exoskeleton controllers using our framework. For a given desired assistance ratio, an infinite number
of integral admittance shapes can achieve it, and choosing
between these shapes is non-trivial. Therefore, the designer
can use other metrics and even other constraints in (28) to
make a unique selection from the set of infinite solutions.
Integral admittance shaping is a general framework which is
not limited by the definitions of assistance presented in this
paper. For example, it can be used to design resistive exoskeleton controllers that offer no assistance at all and resist
all human motion. Integral admittance shaping can also be
used to design exoskeleton controllers that increase natural
frequency of the swinging leg, which results in assistance at
higher frequencies and resistance at lower frequencies.
VI. F UTURE W ORK
The future work involves a detailed robust stability analysis of the coupled human-exoskeleton system to variation in
stiffness and damping of the human joint. Moreover, a detailed study of the influence of the muscles’ feedback system
on the stability of the coupled system is also necessary. A
more realistic musculoskeletal model will include a feedback
loop consisting of three elements in series, namely reflexive
impedance, neural time delay and activation dynamics [23].
The future work also involves extending our control formulation to multiple degrees of freedom. A first step would
involve using a linearized double-link leg model with hip
and knee joints, wherein the effect of the hip control on the
knee joint dynamics and vice-versa can be studied.
A PPENDIX I
S YSTEM PARAMETERS
Table I presents the system parameters of the coupled
human-exoskeleton system used in the analysis and experimental results presented in this paper. The human limb data
were obtained from biomechanics literature [24], [25], [21],
while the exoskeleton parameters were obtained from system
identification experiments.
TABLE I
C OUPLED H UMAN -E XOSKELETON S YSTEM PARAMETERS

Parameters (Symbol)
Leg Length (lh )
Leg Moment of Inertia (Ih )
Hip Joint Damping Coefficient (bh )
Hip Joint Stiffness Coefficient (kh )
Exoskeleton Moment of Inertia (Ie )
Exoskeleton Damping Coefficient (be )
Exoskeleton Stiffness Coefficient (ke )
Coupling Damping Coefficient (bc )
Coupling Stiffness Coefficient (kc )

Value
0.875 m
3.381 kg·m2
3.5 N·m·s/rad
54.677 N·m/rad
0.01178 kg·m2
0.34512 N·m·s/rad
0.33895 N·m/rad
9.474 N·m·s/rad
1905.043 N·m/rad
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